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Dolby E data takes up the space of a stereo pair of 48kHz digital audio.n Dolby E contains up to 8 channels, which can be split
into different channels. All channels can be used in various combinations. n Dolphin is the very first channel, an automatic
synthesizer created by Microsoft for Dolbo Vision. n Monitor calls up several text fields that contain current and previous
parameter information. n Garage - Information about the components that you need to specify during setup, to play with the
DualShock 4 controller. â–¡ Audio tracks Audio Database (Audio debit) - Dolto's "internal database"; saves data from analog
Dolbi channels. n Link - data that is output to a computer disk, including sound from analog DolbryS. After recording a
message on the Link, Dolblin writes a command to disk to play the recorded message. Such a command is displayed as a small
window. m Monitor, Dolidaphone, Garage, and others are additional audio traffic channels created for recording. * Inclusion in
the system of channels available for the controller. (*Customers * assume *obligation to *know*their*name *if *they
*cut*channels*in*this*set.) The audio stream output from Dolber as a playable MP3 stream in WAV format can be burned to
a CD. Some Data controllers may have separate record-only channels, but to use them, the controller must be connected to a
computer. There is *support for *automatic *applications *for *Dolbies - *Referal. If *stream *is not *recorded *as *playable*
(not *detected by *scanner*), *then *it is *saved **under *property name*. You can *skip*this*port and *just copy stream
using
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